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Priority queues for database query processing

New techniques for tree-of-losers priority queues and for offset-value coding

Goetz Graefe1

Abstract: Interesting orderings let sort-based query processing out-perform hash-based algorithms,
but only tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding permit competing in all cases including
large unsorted inputs with large or complex keys. As long as this competition persists, alternative
algorithms with equivalent functionality will plague query execution, e.g., in software maintenance
and in query plan scheduling, and mistaken algorithm choices will plague query optimization, e.g.,
for joins, intersection, and grouping.
After explaining tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding, our work introduces necessary
extensions for efficient run generation (in external merge sort) with variable-size records. The required
changes in tree-of-losers priority queues support increasing and decreasing any key value at any
time in logarithmic time, including incremental maintenance of offset-value codes, with the expected
time for key value increases independent of the size of the priority queue. As all kinds of scheduling
applications use priority queues, our contributions go beyond database query processing. A discussion
of double-ended priority queues illustrates the concepts.
This may be the first time that tree-of-losers priority queues are extended to addressable priority
queues and to non-monotone sequences of input keys; and that offset-value coding is extended to
non-monotone sequences of input keys. The proposed solutions and the included code snippets are
simple, small, and fast, in contrast to the time and effort spent on bringing them to this state.
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1 Introduction

In many classic algorithms for database query execution [BE77, Ep79], from in-stream
duplicate removal, grouping, and aggregation (for sorted streams) to in-sort grouping, merge
join, and index nested-loops join, each algorithm’s core is either a database index or a
sort operation. Hash-based query execution algorithms, e.g., [Br84, DG85, De84, KTM83,
NKT88], seem to have changed that, but other than computing hash values from column
values, hash join and hash aggregation have at their core an index, i.e., a hash table, and a
sort, i.e., internal and external distribution sort [IS56] on hash values rather than column
values. Thus, sorting techniques are crucial for efficient database query processing, e.g.,
distribution sort, quicksort [Ho62], merge sort [Fr56], and priority queues.

Tree-of-losers priority queues [Go63, Kn98] are more efficient than the traditional and
better known tree-of-winners priority queues because the former use only leaf-to-root
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passes with 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁 comparisons, whereas the latter also need root-to-leaf passes with up to
2× 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁 comparisons. Therefore, tree-of-losers priority queues can guarantee internal and
external sorting with counts of comparisons practically equal to the provable lower bound2.
Just as importantly, tree-of-losers priority queues work with offset-value coding [Co77],
which minimizes the effort per row comparison by combining prefix truncation and order-
preserving surrogate keys. Together, these techniques guarantee at most 𝑁 × 𝐾 column
value comparisons when sorting 𝑁 rows with 𝐾 key columns; the remainder of the required
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁!) row comparisons are compiled-in single-instruction integer comparisons and thus
similar to hash values in hash-based query processing.

Tree-of-losers priority queues seem to require monotone (ever-increasing) sequences of
keys, making tree-of-losers priority queues perfect for merging sorted runs. They can
be adapted [Go63] to internal sorting, run generation in read-sort-write cycles, and run
generation with continuous replacement selection for fixed-size data records. In continuous
replacement selection for variable-size data records, e.g., using best-fit or first-fit memory
management [LG98], occupancy counts in a priority queue change frequently, which
published methods for tree-of-losers priority queues cannot accommodate.

Tree-of-losers priority queues as used to-date, i.e., with complete leaf-to-root passes, can
serve neither as non-monotone priority queues nor as addressable priority queues. On the
other hand, only tree-of-losers priority queues can sort with comparison counts near the
provable lower bound – neither quicksort nor tree-of-winners priority queues do. Moreover,
only tree-of-losers priority queues can use offset-value coding for linear costs for column
value comparisons – neither quicksort nor tree-of-winners priority queues do.

Initially motivated by variable-size records in replacement selection, our contributions are:

1. a small extension to leaf-to-root passes in tree-of-losers priority queues that elevates
them to addressable priority queues;

2. a significant extension to leaf-to-root passes in tree-of-losers priority queues that
supports non-monotone sequences of input keys, including early and late fences for
invalid (not occupied) slots;

3. new techniques for offset-value coding in tree-of-losers priority queues with non-
monotone sequences of input keys;

4. an implementation of double-ended priority queues that uses two priority queues in
opposite sort order and that, after popping the top element from one priority queue,
repairs the other one in constant expected time (independent of the size, capacity, or
tree height of the priority queue); and

2 Sorting is equivalent to finding a permutation: 𝑁 distinct key values permit 𝑁 ! permutations; at best, each key
comparison disproves half of the remaining possibilities; determining the permutation of the input requires at
least 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁 !) ≈ 𝑁 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁/𝑒) comparisons with Euler’s number 𝑒 ≈ 19/7.
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5. an implementation of run generation using offset-value coding and continuous
replacement selection for variable-size records.3

The next section provides technical background and reviews related prior work. Section 3
introduces a small extension in leaf-to-root passes of tree-of-losers priority queues that
elevates them to addressable priority queues, whereupon Section 4 introduces a significant
extension to support non-monotone sequences of input keys. Section 5 employs these
extensions for a double-ended priority queue using two priority queues, one ascending and
one descending. Section 6 adds a third extension for efficient incremental maintenance of
offset-value codes in spite of non-monotone sequences of input keys. Section 7 uses all
three extensions for run generation with variable record counts in memory. The final section
sums up and concludes with thoughts on adopting offset-value coding in a broader context,
specifically in all sort-based algorithms for database query evaluation.

2 Background and related prior work

This section provides some technical background about priority queues, offset-value coding,
and external merge sort.

2.1 Priority queues

A priority queue manages a set of pairs, each a priority and some associated information.
The priority is the sort key within the pair. The associated information can be detailed
information, a pointer, an array index, or something else. The purpose of priority queues is
to provide the minimum (or maximum) key value very quickly (from the root of a tree) and
to absorb additional key-value pairs efficiently. For simplicity, all data structures considered
here for priority queues assume a balanced binary tree of height 𝑛 and capacity 2𝑛 or 2𝑛 − 1.

In a tree-of-winners priority queue [Kn98], the principal invariant is that a parent’s key
is lower than the key values in its two children (assuming an ascending ordering of key
values). Popping (removing) the key-value pair with the minimum key value moves the
right-most leaf entry to the root and then pushes it into the tree (with 2𝑛 comparisons in a
worst-case root-to-leaf pass). A subsequent insertion requires only a leaf-to-root pass with n
comparisons. Alternatively, if the removal leaves an invalid entry in the root (with logical

3 Prior work [LG98] used a very early version of this technique, without explicit mention, without detail or
explanation, and without offset-value coding. Early versions built a stack of move targets, which nominally cut
moves to one third but on superscalar CPUs performs no better than swapping (see line 7 in Figure 1), separated
partial and complete leaf-to-root traversals and their different looping conditions (see line 15 in Figure 3),
gated the repair loop with an extra key comparison (see line 31 in Figure 4), supported incomplete binary trees
(capacities other than 2𝑛), and organized the tree as b-tree of cache lines, with no benefit if the entire tournament
tree easily fits into the L1 cache as recommended for sorting.
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key value −∞), pushing (inserting) a new key value simply replaces the invalid entry but
then repairs the tree invariants, which usually requires two comparisons per tree level and
may require all 𝑛 tree levels, for 2𝑛 comparisons in a worst-case root-to-leaf pass.

2.1.1 Tree-of-losers priority queues

A tree-of-losers priority queue [Go63, Kn98], also known as a tournament tree, is a balanced
binary tree. When mapped to an array, the tree’s unary root is in array slot 0. It is efficient
due to leaf-to-root passes with one comparison per tree level; root-to-leaf passes with two
comparisons per tree level are not required. A pair of “pop” and “push” operations requires
only a single leaf-to-root pass. The principal rules are that (i) two candidate keys compete at
each node in the tree and (ii) after a comparison of two candidates, the loser remains in the
node and the winner becomes a candidate in the next tree level. Thus, a new overall winner
reaches the root node after 𝑛 comparisons in a priority queue with 2𝑛 entries. When merging,
a fixed pair of runs competes at each leaf node. Run generation using read-sort-write cycles
merges “sorted runs” of a single row each. Run generation by continuous replacement
selection tries to extract longer sorted runs from the unsorted input.

Fig. 1: The traditional leaf-to-root pass

Figure 1 shows code extracted from a working prototype of a tree-of-losers priority queue.
The “index” parameter is the information associated with the key value, e.g., a run identifier
between 0 and 𝐹 − 1 during a merge step with fan-in 𝐹. Line 3 creates a new tree node that
will be swapped into the array “heap” that holds the priority queue. Line 4 defines an index
for this array; line 5 initializes it, halves it to navigate from a child to its parent, and terminates
the loop at the root. An equivalent to lines 4 and 5 is “for (Index slot = capacity + index;
(slot /= 2) != 0; )”, but the syntax in Figure 1 more readily enables the extensions required
later. Another alternative is “for (Index slot = capacity/2 + index/2; slot != 0; slot /= 2)”,
which more directly shows skipping over the non-leaf nodes in the tree and assigning two
index values to each tree leaf. Lines 6 and 7 in Figure 1 compare key values and ensure that
the loser remains behind as the winner becomes a candidate at the parent. Line 8 saves the
overall winner in the tree’s root node.

With only leaf-to-root passes (and no root-to-leaf passes), run generation and merging
with tree-of-losers priority queues guarantee near-optimal comparison counts. The count
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of comparisons in the best case, the worst case, and the expected case are all within
rounding errors of the provable lower bound of 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁!), i.e., better than the expected case
of quicksort and far better than the worst case of quicksort. This includes the expected
case for replacement selection, where one additional comparison per input row doubles
the expected run size, cuts the run count in half, and saves one comparison per row
in the merge process. With excellent expected and worst-case run-time complexity yet
very limited implementation complexity, some hardware supports tree-of-losers priority
queues. More specifically, the UPT “update tree” instruction of IBM’s 370- and z-series
mainframes [IB88, Iy05] implements essentially the logic of Figure 1.

In a tree-of-losers priority queue, each key value is paired with an index in the range 0 to
2𝑛 − 1 for a priority queue with tree height 𝑛. During a merge step, these indexes identify
runs; during run generation, they identify rows in memory or more precisely slots in an
array. These indexes determine where a leaf-to-root pass starts. At all times, each index
value exists exactly once in the priority queue, possibly marked as an invalid entry by a
fence with logical key value −∞ or +∞.

2.1.2 Addressable priority queues

In a tree-of-losers priority queue, an index value maps to a specific leaf and therefore to a
specific leaf-to-root path, which can be used to identify, find, read, and perhaps modify or
even delete any entry. For the same functionality, a tree-of-winners priority queue requires
an additional data structure to find an entry in the tree. While this data structure permits
finding an entry quickly, it must track every movement in the tree representing the priority
queue, thus increasing the cost of any movement within the priority queue.

If a key value is modified or deleted, the priority queue and its invariants need repair.
For tree-of-losers priority queues, Section 3 introduces efficient techniques without any
additional data structure yet with efficient maintenance for key change and deletion.

2.1.3 Monotone priority queues

A tree-of-winners priority queue tolerates insertion of any low or high key value at any time.
In contrast, a traditional tree-of-losers priority queue depends on ever-increasing key values.
Section 4 introduces an efficient leaf-to-root pass that overcomes this limitation.

2.2 Offset-value coding

Offset-value coding [Co77] encodes one row’s key value relative to another key that is
earlier in the sort sequence. Offset-value codes are a by-product of comparisons, specifically
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in the loser of a comparison. The offset within a loser’s new offset-value code is the position
where the keys first differ, e.g., a column index, and the value is the loser’s data value at that
offset. Alternatively, the offset is the size of the shared prefix. For example, a duplicate key
shares the entire key and thus has an offset equal to the key size.

Fig. 2: Offset-value codes in a sorted file or stream

Figure 2 illustrates descending and ascending offset-value codes in a stream of rows in
ascending sort order on all columns. With four sort columns, the arity of the sort key is 4; the
domain of each column is 1 to 99. For an ascending sort order, descending offset-value codes
take the actual offset but the negative of the column value, whereas ascending offset-value
codes take the negative offset but the actual column value. The first row has offset 0 by
definition. Figure 2 ignores that small key domains permit encoding multiple key columns
together. IBM’s CFC “compare and form codeword” instruction [IB88, Iy05] supports
offset-value coding for a descending sort order of normalized keys (order-preserving byte
strings), blocks of bytes as values, and block counts as offsets.

With offsets and values combined as shown in Figure 2, a single integer instruction may
decide a comparison. If two rows and their key values 𝐴 and 𝐵 are encoded relative to the
same key 𝐶 that is earlier in the sort sequence, and if the offsets of 𝐴 and 𝐵 differ, then
the one with the higher offset is earlier in the sort sequence. Otherwise, if the two data
values at the common offset differ, then these data values decide the comparison. Otherwise,
additional data values in 𝐴 and 𝐵 must be compared.

In a tree-of-losers priority queue with offset-value coding, each tree node lost to the local
winner and its local offset-value code is set relative to the local winner. Conversely, the local
key value in a tree node other than a leaf was a winner in all nodes up from the leaf where it
entered the tree, and all key values along that path are encoded relative to this local key
value. The overall winner in the tree’s root is no exception: along its entire leaf-to-root path,
all key values lost to (and are encoded relative to) the overall winner.

Merging sorted runs repeatedly replaces the overall winner with its successor from the
same merge input. With merge inputs’ fixed assignment to leaf nodes in a tree-of-losers
priority queue, a successor retraces the leaf-to-root path of the prior overall winner. As
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this successor and all keys on its leaf-to-root path are encoded relative to the prior overall
winner, offset-value coding applies to all comparisons in a tree-of-losers priority queue.

Offset-value codes decide many comparisons in a tree-of-losers priority queue. Column
value comparisons are required only if two rows have equal offset-value codes. They start
after the offset and value encoded in these offset-value codes. After such a row comparison
is decided, the loser’s offset is incremented by the count of column value comparisons.
With 𝐾 sort columns, the sum of all offset increments is limited to 𝐾 in each row; in
an input with 𝑁 rows, the sum of all increments and thus the count of all column value
comparisons are limited to 𝑁 × 𝐾. Importantly, there is no 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁) multiplier here. Thus,
tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding guarantee that the effort for column
value comparisons is linear in the count of rows and in the count of sort columns, quite like
the effort for computing hash values in hash-based query execution.

This limit on column value comparisons resonates with data-specific analysis of string
sorting [Se10]: the total count of “=” comparisons of symbols (within strings) or of column
values (within database rows) equals the opportunity for compression in a sorted dataset.
Compression here may be prefix truncation in row storage (e.g., using offset-value coding
as shown in Figure 2), run-length encoding of leading columns in column storage, or shared
prefixes in a trie [Se10]. Conversions between these alternative formats do not require
additional comparisons of symbols or column values [DG22].

Comparisons of offset-value codes are free if they are subsumed in other algorithm activities.
In quicksort, for example, the inner-most loop not only compares key values but also looping
indexes: when the loops from the left and the right meet, the partitioning step is complete.
In priority queues, the inner-most loop compares key values only after testing whether there
even are valid key values. This is needed because during queue construction, some entries
have not yet been filled; after the end of some merge inputs, some queue entries no longer
have valid keys; and during run generation by merging single-row runs, there is only queue
build-up and tear-down.

During run generation by continuous replacement selection, the run identifier can prefix the
user-defined key as an artificial leading key column. If so, early and late fence values may
be modeled as initial and final runs with multiple early and late fence key values, e.g., one
for each merge input [Gr06]. All of this can be folded into each row’s offset-value code: if
two rows have equal offset-value codes, they are both valid (neither early nor late fences),
they go to the same output run, they differ from their shared base row (an earlier winner)
at the same offset, they have the same value at that offset, and the next step must compare
further columns. Thus, comparisons of offset-value codes are not overhead as they simply
take the place of testing for fence keys during continuous replacement selection.

The design also reduces CPU cache faults. If a tree-of-losers priority queue requires 8 bytes
per entry, an L1 cache can retain a priority queue (an array) of 512 or 1,024 entries. The
data records may or may not fit in a lower-level cache but offset-value codes decide many
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comparisons without cache fault, many more than traditional pairs of key prefix and data
pointer [Hu63, Ny95]. Mini-runs of this size remain in DRAM until merged (with fan-in
512 or 1,024) to form initial runs on temporary external storage [BL89, Fr56, Ny95].

2.3 External merge sort

Priority queues enable efficient external merge sort in multiple ways. The most obvious
one is merging sorted runs. In fact, merging runs is a perfect application for traditional
tree-of-losers priority queues with only complete leaf-to-root passes. A related application is
forecasting [Fr56], i.e., predicting which merge input benefits most from an additional input
buffer for asynchronous read-ahead. Forecasting tracks, for each merge input, the highest
key value read so far and selects the lowest of these values. A third application of priority
queues in external merge sort chooses which runs to merge next, e.g., the smallest existing
runs [Hä77b] or the set with the most similar sizes. The former heuristic is widely used; the
latter heuristic applies when the final input size is not yet known, i.e., when merging while
still consuming unsorted input rows.

Another well-known application of tree-of-losers priority queues in external merge sort is run
generation, whether in read-sort-write cycles or in continuous replacement selection [Go63].
In read-sort-write cycles, priority queues suffer from repeated build-up and tear-down such
that quicksort is often preferred. In cache-optimized read-sort-write cycles, however, merging
cache-sized runs in memory to form the initial run on external temporary storage [BL89,
Fr56, Ny95] uses a priority queue; moreover, creating many cache-sized runs permits using
a tree-of-losers priority queues very efficiently in a way similar to replacement selection.
In traditional replacement selection using a single priority queue for all unsorted rows
in memory, fixed-size rows enable runs twice the size of memory, but variable-size rows
require the techniques introduced in Sections 4 and 6.

Finally, priority queues are useful in many scheduling decisions around external merge sort,
e.g., which query to run next, where to grant more memory, where to pinch memory, etc.

3 Addressable priority queues

In a scheduling application or a simulation, if a future event is cancelled, an entry in the
priority queue must be found and deleted, which requires an addressable priority queue. In
a tree-of-losers priority queue, a deletion replaces a valid key value with a late fence.

In a tree-of-losers priority queue, the index is the handle by which to find and identify
an entry. As each index maps to a specific leaf node, a search along one leaf-to-root path
suffices. The search ends at the sought index value, with a 50% probability that the sought
entry was a loser left behind in the leaf, a 25% probability for the parent node, etc. On
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average, just less than two nodes are inspected along a leaf-to-root path, for a constant
expected time independent of the size or capacity of the priority queue.

If the new key value associated with an index is higher than the one in the priority queue,
which is always true if the new key value is a late fence, the leaf-to-root pass can repair the
tree-of-losers priority queue and its invariants. In fact, the required logic treats the sub-tree
rooted at the sought index as the entire priority queue. The principal code change merely
adds a termination condition to the core logic of tree-of-losers priority queues.

Fig. 3: The modified leaf-to-root pass

Figure 3 highlights the code changes relative to Figure 1, including saving the final candidate
in the position of the replaced entry (line 18), not necessarily in the tree’s root (line 8 in
Figure 1). Note that swaps may occur along the path from leaf to replaced value (lines 16
and 17), that the new loop continuation condition (line 15) could replace rather than augment
the original condition, and that line 18 could replace line 8 in Figure 1.

If the new key value associated with an index is lower than the one in the priority queue,
the final position of the new key value is not between leaf and replaced entry but between
replaced entry and root. Section 4 introduces the required new logic.

4 Non-monotone priority queues

If, in an ascending sort, a new key value is higher than the key value it replaces, the input
key value cannot go further on its leaf-to-root pass than the position of the replaced key
value. If, however, a new key value is lower than the key value that it replaces, including a
valid key value replacing a late fence, its final position is on the path between the position
of the replaced key value and the root. This requires an initial leaf-to-root pass that ends at
the key value to be replaced. This first part equals the search discussed in Section 3, except
that the lower key does not swap places with tree entries between the leaf and the replaced
value. In fact, the absence of such swaps indicates that the new key value may be smaller
than the key value that is about to be replaced in the priority queue.

The new key value may even be lower than some of the key values between the replaced
value and the tree’s root. If so, such a value might need to move backward on its leaf-to-root
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path in order to make room for the new, lower key value. Importantly, only one key value
between replaced tree entry and root is a candidate for moving backward, namely the entry
that formerly emerged as winner from the sub-tree rooted at the replaced key value. Thus,
the first step is to locate this former winner between replaced value and root. The second
step compares the new key value with this former winner; if the former winner wins again,
then the new value simply overwrites the value to be replaced. Otherwise, the former winner
moves backward, overwriting the replaced key value, and the steps repeat.

Fig. 4: The repair loop added

Figure 4 shows the repair loop (lines 30 to 43) that moves former winners backward on
their leaf-to-root path. Instead of saving the final candidate directly (line 18 in Figure 3),
the replaced key value becomes the initial destination for the candidate (line 30) and the
candidate moves into the heap eventually (line 43). Line 31 ensures that the repair loop
runs only if the new key value is small, i.e., after a search loop (lines 25 to 28) without a
swap. The repair loop ends when it reaches the tree root (line 32) or when it finds a former
winner with a lower key value (line 38). A nested loop searches for a former winner to
move backward (lines 35 and 36). After a backward move (line 40), its source becomes the
candidate’s new destination (line 41). The tree level is tracked to test whether an ancestor
was a former winner at the current destination and therefore could move backward to the
current destination (lines 24, 25, and 34 to 36). Extended “leaf” and “parent” methods
(lines 25 and 35) initialize the level to 0 and increment it by 1. Even with three loops in total
(lines 25, 32, and 35), the complexity of the entire process is still strictly logarithmic like
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the height of the tree, with at most n invocations of the “less” comparison method (lines 27
and 38) in a tree-of-losers priority queue with capacity 2𝑛.

The conditions for the repair loop permit a few optional optimizations. First, the repair loop
is not required if the old key value is an early fence or if the new key value is a late fence.
Second, the four conditions for entering the loop could be reordered by probability and
execution cost [Ha77a]. Third, the loop’s continuation test could move to the bottom.

Fig. 5: Alternative conditions for the repair loop

Figure 5 shows the relevant code fragments with these optional optimizations in lines 46
and 47. Lines 45 and 52 are lines 30 and 43 in Figure 4, respectively. Line 50 stands for
lines 34 to 41 in Figure 4.

5 Double-ended priority queues

The example problem to be solved here is the following: a number of sellers frequently
change their asking prices (for some goods or service); the lowest-price sellers often sell out
and must withdraw their offer or raise their asking prices; and the highest-price sellers often
withdraw their uncompetitive offers or drop their asking prices. Both buyers and sellers
want the current lowest and highest asking prices readily available.

The solution employs an array of sellers with their current asking price if any. In addition,
two priority queues, one ascending and one descending, track the lowest and highest asking
prices. Together, they form a double-ended priority queue.

Both priority queues use the same indexes as the array, must be addressable to support
deletion by index, and must be non-monotone to track all possible changes in asking prices,
both increases and decreases.

Seeing current lowest and highest asking prices requires “top” methods. The lowest-price
seller withdrawing requires a “pop” method in the ascending priority queue and a “delete”
method in the descending priority queue. The highest-price seller withdrawing is just the
opposite. Any other seller withdrawing requires a “delete” method in both priority queues.
Any change in asking price requires an “update” method in both priority queues.

All of these methods invoke the “pass” method of Figure 4. The exception is “pop”: it might
just replace a valid key value in the tree root with an early fence, but then subsequent “pop”
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or “top” invocations must invoke the “pass” method with the appropriate index and a late
fence to propel a valid key value to the tree root. “Delete” also invokes “pass” with a late
fence and “update” invokes “pass” with the new asking price.

Each invocation of the “pass” method requires time at most linear with the height and
logarithmic with the capacity of the priority queue. The “delete” and “update” methods
inspect just less than two tree nodes on average for constant expected time (independent of
the size of the priority queue). The effort required in “delete” is likely less when invoked
to match a “pop” in the other priority queue, but deleting the entry at a tree root forces a
complete leaf-to-root pass in one of the priority queues. An optimization avoids or delays
this full pass by placing an early fence in the root node.

The following experiments simulate up to 1,024 sellers (tree height 2-10) and 225 ≈ 33.5𝑀
changes in asking prices. They ran the code of Figures 4 and 5 on an Intel Celeron N3060
CPU (launched in 2016, 1.6 Ghz base frequency, 2.48 GHz burst frequency).

Fig. 6: Maintenance effort for changing key value [CPU seconds]

Figure 6 shows the CPU times in seconds for two experiments. The first experiment (middle
column) assumes that only lowest- and highest-price sellers change their asking prices.
In other words, the double-ended priority queue runs “pop” and “delete” followed by an
“insert” in both priority queues. For tree capacities of 4 and 1,024, i.e., tree heights of 2
and 10, the time difference is 1.796 seconds (3.046−1.250). Multiplying with the burst
frequency (2.48 GHz) and dividing by the count of changes in asking prices (225) as well as
the difference in tree heights (10−2) suggests that each tree level adds only about 17 CPU
cycles to the effort of maintaining a double-ended priority queue constructed from two
tree-of-losers priority queues.

The second experiment (right column) assumes that all sellers randomly change their asking
prices. Recall that a randomly chosen seller (index in a priority queue) has remained in
a tree leaf with a 50% probability, in a leaf’s parent with a 25% probability, etc., for an
average search depth of just under two tree nodes. This is independent of the tree height,
and indeed the elapsed times remain fairly steady. The differences observed are more likely
a result of array sizes and CPU caches than of algorithm or code complexity.
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6 Offset-value coding for non-monotone priority queues

Offset-value coding speeds up sorting with tree-of-losers priority queues. In fact, Section 2.2
shows how, in an external merge sort for 𝑁 rows with 𝐾 key columns, these techniques
reduce worst-case counts of column value comparisons from 𝑂 (𝐾 × 𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁) to 𝑁 × 𝐾.
It has been unclear, however, whether scheduling and sorting applications with complex
keys can benefit similarly from offset-value coding. Of course, no crisp benchmark and
complexity metric exist for scheduling, but can offset-value coding reduce the comparison
effort and can comparisons skip over column values already compared earlier?

The main difference to merging sorted runs is that predecessors and successors in a merge
input are sorted and their offset-value codes can be known. In contrast, in scheduling
applications, predecessor key values may not be known and successors may not have
offset-value codes. In fact, as offset-value coding always is relative to a smaller key, a
replacement value smaller than its predecessor cannot possibly have an offset-value code. A
replacement key value without offset-value code relative to its predecessor (for the same
index) requires full comparisons, i.e., starting at offset 0 within the key.

Fortunately, such a replacement key value still requires only a single leaf-to-root pass with
a search loop (lines 25 to 28 in Figure 4) and a repair loop (lines 30 to 43 in Figure 4).
Just as fortunately, full comparisons without the benefit of offset-value coding are required
only until the search loop swaps a replacement key value into its correct location within
the tree-of-losers structure. Thereafter, all comparisons benefit from offset-value coding. A
replacement key value belongs into the leaf with 50% probability, into the leaf’s parent with
25% probability, etc., for only about two full comparisons on average.

The first swap puts the new key value into its correct place within the tree-of-losers priority
queue. After a swap, no repair loop is needed (see line 31 in Figure 4 and line 46 in Figure 5).
A repair loop, if needed, may move some key values backward on their leaf-to-root paths
(see Section 4 and Figure 4). In this case, offset-value codes along the leaf-to-root path must
be adjusted such that losers are always encoded relative to the correct winner.

Figure 4 shows the traditional search loop (lines 25 to 28) and the new repair loop (lines 30
to 43). The traditional search can maintain offset-value codes in the traditional way: if
column value comparisons are required, the loser’s offset increases by their count. The
comparison logic (line 27) can readily adjust the loser’s offset-value code in this way.

Maintenance of offset-value codes in the repair loop seems expensive when a former winner
moves backward on its leaf-to-root path, skipping backward over other tree nodes and key
values (the ones skipped in lines 35 and 36 of Figure 4). When a new key value emerges as
the new winner, existing skipped-over offset-value codes must be re-encoded relative to the
new winner, incurring full row comparisons and thus column value comparisons.

Fortuitously, a recent theorem [GD22] on offset-value codes supplies a remedy: for
three sorted key values 𝐴 < 𝐵 < 𝐶, the offset-value code of the third key value rela-
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tive to the first one is the extreme of the other two offset-value codes, or 𝑜𝑣𝑐(𝐴,𝐶) =

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑜𝑣𝑐(𝐴, 𝐵), 𝑜𝑣𝑐(𝐵,𝐶)) for ascending offset-value codes4. When a former winner
moves backward, the new winner is lower (earlier in the sort order) than the former winner,
which in turn is lower than the skipped-over key values between the former winner’s old and
new locations along the leaf-to-root path. If the new winner is key value 𝐴 in the theorem,
the former winner is key value 𝐵, and each skipped-over key value is key value 𝐶, then
the new offset-value codes for the skipped-over key values is simply the maximum of their
existing offset-value codes relative to the former winner and the offset-value code of the
former winner relative to new key value.

In order to adjust those offset-value codes, the repair loop of Figure 4 needs another nested
loop. Its range matches the first nested loop (lines 35 and 36 in Figure 4). The new nested
loop does not change the complexity of the process even if it is no longer strictly true that a
tree-of-losers priority queue can absorb any new key in a single leaf-to-root pass.

Fig. 7: Repair of offset-value codes added

4 This theorem implies Iyer’s “unequal value theorem” [Iy05]: After offset-value codes decide a row comparison,
the loser retains its offset-value code. Formally: 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐵) < 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) ⇒ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐵, 𝐶 ) = 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) . Proof:
𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐵) , 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐵, 𝐶 ) ) ∧ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) ≠ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐵) ⇒ 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐴, 𝐶 ) = 𝑜𝑣𝑐 (𝐵, 𝐶 ) .
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Figure 7 adds a parameter to the “pass” method (line 55) to indicate whether full comparisons
ought to be used in the “less” method (lines 62 and 73). If set initially, it remains true until
the new key value is in its correct place after the first swap (line 63).

Figure 7 also adds the new loop (lines 76 and 77). The variable “dest” is abused as a looping
variable, yet the loop’s continuation condition (“dest != slot” in line 76) echoes the direct
move that the loop replaces (“dest = slot” in line 41 of Figure 4). The “parent” method in
line 76 is the same as in Figures 1 and 3. The loop body (line 77) applies the theorem to any
skipped-over offset-value codes. The “key” field in each tree entry is the offset-value code
relative to the local winner. Auxiliary method “setMax” is given in line 53.

Like the key comparison in the search loop (line 62), the “less” method in the repair loop
(line 73) must set the loser’s new offset-value code if column value comparisons are required.
If the candidate wins, then the key value in the heap is the loser and must be encoded relative
to the candidate when it travels backward to the current destination (line 75). Otherwise, the
candidate goes back to the current destination (line 79) and must be encoded relative to the
(old and new) winner.

In a general scheduling application and its priority queues, many index values will be active
and inactive at various times. In a merge step, e.g., in an external merge sort, some of the
merge inputs might disconnect from the merge and reconnect later, e.g., during a key range
that is not represented in one (or several) of the input runs. A tree-of-losers priority queue
models such inactive index values using invalid keys or fences with effective key value +∞.
But how does offset-value coding deal with fence keys? What are the offset-value codes for
a valid key value relative to an early fence and for a late fence relative to a valid key value?

The solution follows directly from the role of fences: artificial keys preceding the first row
and succeeding the last row in a sorted run. If all column values in fences are −∞ or +∞,
then the first difference with any valid key value is at offset 0 and the value at that offset is
+∞ in a late fence. With these definitions, all algorithms above, including calculation of
offset-value codes, work not only with valid key values but also with fences.

There is one important difference for “pop” and “delete” operations, however. Without
offset-value coding, deletion of a valid key value in the root node can simply replace the key
value with an early fence. With offset-value coding, offset-value codes in its leaf-to-root
path require repair. This new leaf-to-root pass resets all offsets to 0 (because the winner is
or would have been the new early fence in the root node); the value is the first column or
±∞ for fence keys. Alternatively, instead of a “pop” operation, a “top” operation is more
desirable and is sufficient if the next operation is a “push” for the same index. For “delete”
operations, the optimization above must be disabled in a priority queue with offset-value
coding such that deletion always invokes a leaf-to-root pass, even when deleting the key
value in the tree’s root.
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7 Replacement selection for variable-size records

In the context of external merge sort and specifically run generation, multiple situations
require the repair loop of Figure 4. First, in run generation for fixed-size records arriving
and evicted in groups (e.g., pages) rather than one record at a time, the logic of Figure 3 can
replace multiple entries in the tree by late fences until a group is complete. When new valid
key values replace these late fences, the repair logic of Figure 4 is required because all valid
key values sort lower than late fences. If the external merge sort uses offset-value coding to
reduce column value comparisons to 𝑁 × 𝐾 , it requires the new logic of Figure 7.

Second, run generation with variable-size records may require evicting multiple records
from the in-memory workspace before it can absorb an arriving large record. In the opposite
situation, when the sort logic evicts a large record from the workspace, multiple arriving
small records might be inserted, replacing multiple late fences with valid key values.

Third, if a key range of non-trivial size occurs in only one of the merge inputs, there is no
need to “merge” each key in this range. After observing successive overall winners from the
same merge input, one might want to know the runner-up key and then scan or skip forward
within the winning input. One way to determine the runner-up pushes the runner-up to
the root by using a late fence to fake the winner’s end-of-input. Re-introducing the former
winner into the tree-of-losers priority queue after moving a key range directly to the merge
output requires the new logic of Figure 7.

Fig. 8: Priority queue comparison counts with various group sizes

Figure 8 shows counts of comparisons in a priority queue during run generation in an
external merge sort. There are 225 ≈ 33.5𝑀 input rows; the priority queue holds 210 = 1, 024
entries. The run generation logic deletes groups of rows (to fill an output page) and re-inserts
the same count of rows (from an input page). The group or page size varies from 1 row,
i.e., traditional replacement selection, to 256 rows. The center pair of columns in Figure 8
clearly shows that grouped removal and insertion into priority queues is somewhat less
efficient than traditional replacement selection. Large group or page sizes require about 25%
more comparisons.
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The right pair of columns in Figure 8 shows how many comparisons benefit from offset-value
coding and the new techniques of Section 6 and Figure 7. Their practical impact depends on
column count, each column’s count and distribution of distinct values, etc. This experiment
aims to assess the new techniques independently of these parameters. It is obvious that in
one-for-one replacement, practically all comparisons benefit from offset-value coding. For
larger group or page sizes, the benefit remains substantial as about 70% of all comparisons
might be decided by offset-value codes alone, meaning that in practical settings the new
techniques saves substantially more than half of the effort for row comparisons.

8 Summary and conclusions

In summary, prior work has shown that

1. a tree-of-losers priority queue requires fewer comparisons than an equivalent tradi-
tional tree-of-winners priority queue;

2. internal and external merge sort with tree-of-losers priority queues comes very close
to the provable lower bound of 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁!) row comparisons for 𝑁 rows;

3. offset-value coding reduces column or byte comparisons in large keys;

4. the count of column value comparisons in internal and external sorting with offset-
value coding is bounded by 𝑁 × 𝐾 for sorting 𝑁 rows with 𝐾 key columns, i.e., linear
in the count of rows and the count of key columns; and

5. the core logic for a traditional leaf-to-root pass in a tree-of-losers priority queue is
small, simple, and efficient.

In addition, new work shows how

6. data-specific analysis of string sorting [Se10] applies equally to prefix sharing in a
trie of strings, to offset-value coding in a sorted database table, and to the count of
symbol comparisons or of column value comparisons in an internal or external merge
sort using tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding;

7. a small extension turns tree-of-losers priority queues into addressable priority queues,
i.e., any key value can increase at any time and can be logically deleted at any time;

8. a larger extension turns tree-of-losers priority queues into non-monotone priority
queues, i.e., new key values may be lower or higher than earlier key values;

9. a third extension enables efficient incremental maintenance of offset-value codes,
even in cases of non-monotone sequences of input key values;

10. the first two extensions permit very efficient double-ended priority queues, among
many other scheduling applications within and beyond database systems; and
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11. all three extensions together enable new flexibility and efficiency in external merge
sort for query processing, index creation and maintenance, database reorganization,
and data processing frameworks such as MapReduce and its many successors.

In conclusion, the new techniques for tree-of-losers priority queues and offset-value coding
complement recent innovations in database query processing. These innovations include
passing offset-value codes from one query execution operation to the next, thus reducing
most of their matching logic to comparisons of compiled-in integers rather than comparisons
of large records with complex fields and expensive comparison logic [DG22, GD22]. For
example, when a query like “. . . count (distinct. . . ). . . group by. . . ” requires first duplicate
removal and then grouping, these operations can share not only the sort but also offset-value
codes such that the grouping logic never compares column values. For a second example,
merge joins of sorted scans or streams can avoid many column value comparisons, perform
their required row comparisons using offset-value codes just as efficiently as a hash join
does using hash values, and save lots of CPU effort, memory, and overflow (compared to
a hash join). In a variation of this example, complex-object assembly by multiple merge
joins on the same column can use offset-value codes in all join operations if the join logic
produces offset-value codes for its sorted output even if a join suppresses some input rows
and duplicates others [GD22]. For a third example, if grouping on a foreign key can be
“pushed down” to a join input, early aggregation and wide merging [DGN22] can speed up
the sort and offset-value codes from the sort can speed up the merge join. On the other hand,
if a grouping operation cannot be pushed down but the merge join produces offset-value
codes for its output, then grouping on the join column(s) never needs to compare column
values. More examples readily come to mind.

Put differently, wherever query planning can exploit interesting orderings in storage structures
and intermediate query results [Se79], query execution can exploit offset-value codes [Co77].
Just as any industrial-grade state-of-the-art query optimizer exploits interesting orderings,
query execution should exploit offset-value codes. Although both concepts originated in the
1970s, almost half a century ago, they were linked only recently by widening the scope of
offset-value coding from merge sort to all sort-based query execution algorithms. Together,
recent innovations for priority queues and for offset-value coding enable sort-based query
processing to compete with hash-based query processing and to shine even for large unsorted
inputs with large keys.
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